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1 Introduction 
Modelling and simulation has become a general tool in product development of me-
chanical products. The use of simulation enables the designers of the product to have 
feedback  of  the  design  and  the  interference  of  different  sub-systems of  the  product.  
While the power and efficiency consumption of mechanical systems is increasing, the 
dynamics and thus also load, noise, and vibration problems are becoming more com-
mon due to lighter structures, higher loads, and faster operations. By using simulation 
from the early phase of the design process, many problems that arise from dynamical 
interaction of different sub-systems of the product can be avoided. 

One major factor of the overall machine performance and function is the operator. 
Simulation is a good approach for taking into account the influence of the machine 
operator. To get full benefit by simulation-based approach, simulation should be taken 
into design process at the early phase. This simulation-based approach in product de-
velopment enables separate design tasks to be performed concurrently, but may intro-
duce challenges for modelling data management, when applied widely. 
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In off-line simulation, operator influence is simulated with signals that are simple 
mathematical formulas or statistically collected data. To get realistic operator feed-
back, real-time feedback from simulation model is crucial. Real-time feedback can 
only be obtained by real-time simulation. 

1.1 Objective of the Work 
The objective of this work is to find and describe methods and approaches that can 
automatically or with minimal manual work transform off-line simulation model to 
real-time model. 

The objectives of this work are: 
1. to describe fundamentally the process and requirements to automatically com-

pose a real-time model from an off-line model and 
2. to describe the method of collecting all modelling data of a machine into one 

complete model, a product model that is easily manageable and that automati-
cally updates one modification to all necessary sub-models. 

The most eligible solution will contain low amount of redundant data and in most 
ideal case, there will be no overlapping data at all. The third aim is to seek and pro-
pose a method that combines the first and the second objective. 

1.2 Scope of the Work 
In this work, the focus is on mechanical systems and machines. The work contains a 
short literature review and new ideas are proposed. The scope of the work is on auto-
matic composition of real-time model and modelling data management. 

2 Challenges in Simulation-Based Design Process 

2.1 Introduction to the Concepts of Off-Line and Real-Time Simulation 
In a product design process, the objective of the simulation dictates the level of details 
and modelling principles in general. While the focus of the simulation is to predict 
loads and structural stresses, the accurate enough description of the geometry, struc-
tural  flexibility,  and  behaviour  of  the  actuators  in  the  system  are  important.  On  the  
other hand, if the objective of simulation is to design and match the control system of 
the machine for specified operations, often more coarse mechanical model can be 
used. In general, if the objective of the simulation is to design a subsystem to fulfil the 
defined technical requirements, the computational speed is usually not in high prior-
ity, but only the accuracy of the model for the purpose matters. These kinds of models 
are called off-line models.  On the other hand, a real-time model is a model that can 
be simulated in such a way that one simulated second is computed in a real second or 
faster. Real-time models are used for e.g. testing real control system hardware with a 
simulated plant mechanical system or studying human-technology interaction of a 
working machine. To be able to give the operator realistic feeling about controlling 
the machine, real-time feedback is needed. The mentioned cases require accurate tim-
ing of the system compared to real world. 

To date, there is no general solution to combine the off-line and real-time simulation 
models of the same system. Even though, off-line and real-time models both represent 
the same product and have the same basic parameters. In most cases, the target system 
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is such complex that the computational efficiency of the off-line model is far from 
real-time. 

2.2 Simulation-Based Product Development Process 
From  the  simulation  point  of  view,  product  development  can  be  seen  as  a  series  of  
sequential actions that lead to the complete product. In Figure 1 on the left is depicted 
a traditional straightforward design process and on the right a simulation-based design 
process in exaggerated manner. In some cases, simulation is used as an additional 
verification step at the end part of the design process, after which all fundamental de-
sign parameters have been permanently chosen. In this case, if simulation gives new 
piece of information to the process, it is laborious to transfer this information back-
wards in the design chain. Simulation-based machine design approach can be seen as 
an iterative process that goes iteratively through design steps. One design step is com-
pleted after simulation. This is due to the fact that by using simulation the designers 
can get feedback about the design decision quickly and cost efficiently. In addition, 
virtual prototype is developed and kept up-to-date all the time along the main design 
and is thus available for use. 
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Figure 1: Simplified flowchart for traditional (on left) and simulation based design process. 

In many cases, the machine operator has a significant influence on fatigue life of the 
machine.  In  the  traditional  design  process  approach,  the  influence  of  the  operator  is  
taken into account usually at the prototype phase, which is one of the last phases in 
the design process (Figure 1). In that phase, large amount of effort and resources has 
already been used and if there are some problems that need to be solved, it often 
means laborious modifications to those details that should already have been made on 
previous design phases. Going back to early design phase is time consuming and ex-
pensive, and can be avoided by using simulation through the design process. In a 
simulation-based design that takes operator influence into account, there is a demand 
to compose real-time model for every design phase. Manual composition of the real-
time model will significantly increase the use of resources and decrease the attractive-
ness of the simulation-based design process. If the real-time model can be composed 
automatically or almost automatically out of the detailed off-line simulation model, it 
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will decrease substantially the need of manual work; the saving in work time comes in 
every design phase. 

2.3 Challenge of Managing Modelling Data 
In Figure 2 is depicted an example of a machine under design process and the models 
and sub-models that are related to the machine via different modelling software. In a 
development process, the machine is typically described using several separate mod-
els. Models can contain completely or partially overlapping modelling data and in 
case of problems with version management, also contradicting data may exist. The 
models describe the same machine but differ from each other in two ways: in the pur-
pose  of  usage  and  in  the  amount  of  accurate  details.  In  addition,  it  is  noteworthy  to  
mention that in a design process there might be several different versions of the same 
model. Models are also typically updated separately. That kind of separate update will 
lead to unnecessary work and will increase the risk for a human error. 
The amount of labour in managing large number of models will decrease the attrac-
tiveness of the usage of simulation in product development. This is understandable 
because of the additional work for keeping up models will reduce the total advantage. 
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Figure 2: Models, sub-models and software that are attached to machine in a design process. 

Typically commercial simulation software applications are concentrated on represent-
ing some specific and detailed problem in some specific simulation domain, and to 
create an overall product model, several separate simulation models need to be inte-
grated together. This approach contains many challenges, e.g. sub-models do not nec-
essarily have strict and accurate boundaries and same phenomena might be modelled 
in several sub-models from different point of views. In addition, one separate sub-
model may describe several sub-problems either completely or partially. 
One markable source for problems is the use of commercial software that do not in-
teract with other software tools. Program independent way of describing modelling 
data  will  help  in  data  transformation  and  it  can  also  act  as  a  neutral  way of  storing  
modelling data. 
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3 Modelling Data Management and Exchange in Multibody Sys-
tem Simulation 

One possible solution for the problems in the context of multibody dynamics ex-
pressed in Section 2, i.e. automatic composition of a real-time model from an off-line 
model and scattered modelling data, is a general model. A general model would 
gather all modelling data into the same place and this could be the approach to reduce 
redundant data. A general model can describe the whole system, including multibody 
model and also some other models such as control system and fluid dynamic models. 
To this point, general and software independent way of describing multibody dynam-
ics model, not to mention multi domain simulation, does not exist. Already in 1997, 
Schiehlen [1] pointed out that the standard form of describing multibody system data 
does not exist. Standardizing could act as general and software independent approach 
for multibody dynamics. This problem is well known, and it has been recently studied 
[2], [3] and [4]. In this work, those previous studies and one new suggestion are intro-
duced. Formerly proposed principles for general multibody models can be categorised 
as: 

 document based general model, e.g. XML-based transfer format [4] and 
 database based general model, [2] and [3]. 

A general model can contain, in addition to modelling data, metadata that for instance 
stores information about the modification history of the model. For the automatic 
composition of a real-time model, some information about the computational effi-
ciency can be stored as metadata. Even thought in a general case there is no way to 
know a priori absolute need for the computational power for a separate component, 
the computational load can be estimated relatively among complementary compo-
nents. Even thought this relative estimation is subjective, it is made a priori and there 
is  no  need  to  make  the  same  estimation  by  the  user  every  time  when  the  real-time  
model is composed. The need for computational power can be estimated by classify-
ing and counting equations that need to be solved for that component. In addition, a 
test simulation can be solved for obtaining estimation for performance of the compo-
nent. 

3.1 Document-Based Model 
In a field of modelling and simulation, models are becoming more detailed and larger 
systems are being simulated. If modeller would like to use existing model compo-
nents, e.g. dampers or actuators in a large model, there has to be a connection between 
the component and the model. In general, that is not a case. Another problem is that 
many of the modelling software are commercial and typically, if transformation for a 
component is made with older version of modelling software, this transforming will 
not necessarily work with a new version. Previously multibody modelling data is 
transformed with general model that is written in XML (eXtensible Markup Lan-
guage) [5]. XML is designed to be a document format and it can be used as a trans-
formation format between systems. The XML language is developed by the World 
Wide Web Consortium (W3C). By the definition, XML is not restricted to describe 
any certain type of data and therefore it can also be used for representing multibody 
system models. Document-based general model could interact directly with separate 
modelling tools (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3: Document-based modelling data exchange. 

A document-based system, where a document acts as a general transfer format, can be 
used as a general model. In a document-based management of modelling data, all data 
transformations between programs are made via transfer documents. Siemers et al. [6] 
proposed a meta-modelling environment based on a XML. In that environment, they 
connected several modelling programs together and the meta-modelling environment 
managed the simulation and collected simulation results. Gonzaléz et al. [4] intro-
duced and designed a new XML-based modelling language for modelling multibody 
systems MbsML, which is based on XML. 

General documents-based model is a straightforward approach and in this model, data 
is represented in a structural form. In small and nicely bounded models, well organ-
ized and defined document-based model is efficient. The limits of the document-based 
approach can be reached by modelling large systems and linking modelling data to 
other data sources. Modelling data that is cumbersome to present in a document-based 
general form is e.g. element meshes and geometry of a complicated structure. 

3.2 Database-Based Model 
Efficient methods for managing continually growing and complicating modelling data 
have recently been under development. Tisell and Orsborn [3] proposed a solution to 
the problem of managing modelling data. They noticed that even thought there are 
many software applications (for instance Dymola [7]) in the market that can handle 
multibody dynamic modelling data in a symbolic form; those applications are lacking 
features for storing and handling large amount of modelling data. They proposed that 
all modelling data for one multibody dynamic system should be collected into one 
database that can handle data in symbolic form. Their proposal said nothing about 
transferring data between programs during simulation. Even if all modelling data is 
collected  into  the  same  data  storage  (i.e.  document-  or  database-based),  it  does  not  
necessarily mean that they can exchange modelling data, not to mention data ex-
change during simulation. In Figure 4, two fundamental concepts for transferring data 
between two systems are depicted. The thick arrows represent modelling data flow 
and the thin arrows represent data flow during simulation. 
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Figure 4: Data exchange during simulation, (a) straight connection and (b) through the data storage. 

In Figure 4 left side, the programs A and B use the same data storage and they can 
even use the same pieces of modelling data in a simulation. Data exchange during a 
simulation is done by connecting the two programs together. This approach is not 
general and it will lead to very complicated system when the number of communicat-
ing programs increases. In the left side of Figure 4, the programs C and D get model-
ling data from the data storage and they also can exchange data during simulation 
trough the same data storage. The approach is general, and in this approach, one pro-
gram can be replaced by another and it has minor affect on others. 
It is possible to have multiple users simultaneously accessing the same database that 
is working as a general model. Ma et al. [2] shared design data with an active database 
system. Active database system automatically synchronizes model data in a database 
and informs connected users about the change of data. 
Whilst all modelling data is in the same data storage, it is possible to get rid of redun-
dant data. In addition, data management and modification becomes straightforward 
when all data is located in the same place without a need to store data to several sepa-
rate programs. Database-based data management is also software independent when 
talking about connecting software. Only interface between database and software 
needs to be implemented. Every program with suitable interface can query, access, 
and modify data elements. Using a database-based system is a clear improvement to 
the situation when all modelling data is distributed into separate files with varying file 
formats. 

4 Composing a Real-Time Simulation Model from an Off-Line 
Model 

The main aim of the off-line model is to achieve good and accurate simulation result 
and the time a simulation takes to run is not important. Real-time simulation, on the 
other hand, has to go along with real time. Automatic composition of real-time simu-
lation model can be divided into following sections: 

 simplifying the model: 
 removing computationally demanding components or replacing them with 

more light ones and 
 simplifying functions of model components; 

 representing modelling data in a more efficient computational form: 
 describing model topology in a recursive form and 
 symbolic optimization on level of equations. 
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4.1 Simplifying the Model 
While composing a real-time model automatically, it is crucial to know or automati-
cally estimate computational load during simulation for a single modelling feature. In 
a multibody system model, many components can be described with multiple levels of 
details. Some detailed features such as contacts, friction, and structural flexibility, can 
make the simulation model computationally heavy. For contact and friction models, 
there are several replaceable models with varying computational efficiency and there-
fore, for a real-time simulation the automatic selection of components is possible. The 
solution is to add several contact and friction models to the same general model and 
then choose a proper one depending on the required level of run-time or accuracy of 
the simulation. For describing structural flexibility, there are several methods but usu-
ally they are computationally heavy and that is why the most straightforward method 
to simulate multibody dynamics in real-time is to assume bodies to be rigid. 
In commercial software applications, the most often used method for describing struc-
tural flexibility in multibody dynamics is to use the floating frame of reference formu-
lation [8]. In that formulation, flexibility is described by assumed deformation modes. 
Accuracy of the method depends on how many deformation modes are being used and 
what deformation modes are included. In this method, the level of real-time can be 
selected by adding or removing modes for simulation. While using the floating frame 
of reference formulation, the main problem is to automatically select proper deforma-
tion modes. There is no general method or criteria to guarantee the selection of proper 
modes. For reducing computational load, the number of deformation modes should be 
minimized but still being able to have reasonable accuracy in deformation. One ap-
proach to automatically select proper modes is to use deformation energy method. In 
that method, one simulation with test load is analyzed and those modes that describe 
the largest amount of strain energy will be chosen [9]. The drawback in this method is 
the need for the test simulation. Loads for the test case should be selected properly, 
because the modes will be optimized based on that specific case. 

4.2 Describing a Computationally Efficient Multibody System Model 
When modelling data is represented in a general form, information about the topology 
can automatically be used to increase the computational efficiency of the simulation. 
An efficient method for reducing unknown coordinates to increase computational ef-
ficiency is to describe system topology in recursive form [10]. The principle idea be-
hind recursive method of representing coordinates is to refer the body translation and 
orientation to the previous body in a kinematical chain. Adding one body to the sys-
tem increases solvable coordinates only by few. The drawback of this method is that it 
has suffered from singularity problems. Recently recursive methods have been under 
research with promising results [11] and some of the singularity problems have been 
solved. 
On an equation level, computational efficiency can be obtained by selecting coordi-
nates in an optimal way, selecting proper form for equation of motion and selecting 
proper solver. This has also been under research and e.g. Cuadrado et al. [12] have 
been doing research on this topic. Methods for reforming equations of motion are not 
necessarily general and if they are applicable, they can improve computational effi-
ciency of the model. 
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5 Managing Simulation Modelling data 
With one modelling method and modelling software, it is common to model physical 
phenomena from a narrow point of view. For example, a multibody system model is 
used  for  calculating  dynamic  response  of  the  system  and  a  finite  element  model  is  
used for calculating structural stiffness and stresses caused by various loads. In addi-
tion, one specific phenomenon can be described in several programs using varying 
accuracy. For instance, real-time and off-line multibody system model represents ex-
actly the same system but with different level of details. For that, there is a reasonable 
and historical reason. Earlier one computer had very limited amount of computational 
power and for convenience, large systems were divided into smaller fractions and 
complicated phenomenon were simplified. However, whilst computational power of 
computers has been increased it has become possible to simulate larger systems with 
more detailed models. Nowadays the amount of modelling data is continuously in-
creasing and managing the data is already a problem. In addition, modelling data is 
scattered into smaller portions that are not stored or even connected together and it 
makes modelling data management even more cumbersome. Geometry data can be 
stored in various models and formats, such as in CAD- and FE-model as well as in 
computational fluid dynamics and multibody system model. When geometry data is 
changed in a general case, the change is not automatically exported to all models. 

The problem of managing overlapping modelling data can be tried to solve by auto-
matically exporting changes from one program to another. This kind of approach 
needs interfaces to be implemented between all programs. After updating the pro-
gram, in general, if interface is made by some other entity than the original provider 
of the program, interface will not work and it has to be remade. In addition, one of the 
basic problems, i.e. the scattered modelling data among various programs, is not 
solved in this approach. 

5.1 Semantic Database-Based Approach 
A possible solution for solving the presented problems, i.e. automatic composition of 
real-time simulation model and modelling data management is to generate one general 
model or several general sub-models that can interact with each other. In this ap-
proach, if one program is updated or replaced with another, only that program specific 
interface have to be created again while all other interfaces remain. In addition, in this 
approach every program has only one interface to database. This is beneficial com-
pared to the concept in which every program has an interface with each other, in 
which the number of interfaces grows progressively while number of programs grows 
linearly. In Figure 5 is illustrated the principle of using semantic environment for in-
tegrating the off-line and real-time simulation model of the product. 

A semantic database, such as Simantics [13], contains several domain ontologies that 
can be mapped to each other. Real-time model can be composed out of domain com-
ponents by applying semantic restrictions and rules. 
Philosophically semantic database concept and a relation database concept are more 
far away from each other than technically; the fundamental idea in a semantic data-
base is to store knowledge, whilst a relational database is for storing data. In tradi-
tional databases, data elements are stored into tables and they are mostly designed for 
a data that can be represented in predefined form. A distinctive example of a tradi-
tional database is a member register for an association. The semantic form suits for 
data that is inconvenient to be represented in a table form. A descriptive example of 
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that is a data element that can have vast amount of properties but has in practice only 
arbitrary few number of them. 

Proposed approach solves automatically both the real-time model assembling and the 
data management problem in one solution but brings up some new challenges. Some 
of the remaining research challenges related to the solution are: 

 semantic database technology, especially for modelling data management, is 
still new and has not been established, 

 ontologies needed by a semantic database do not exist yet (but they are under 
development), and 

 commercial software does not have interfaces available to semantic databases. 

One of the fundamental problems in forming general multibody dynamic model is the 
fact that multibody data model does not have standardized form. Semantic data model 
could act as that standard. 

Real-time
solver

Off-line
solver

Mechanics
On-line

Mechanics
Off-line

HydraulicsElectics

Control

Semantic 
restrictions and 

rules applied

Semantic database environment Domain ontologyExternal computation tool  
Figure 5: The principle of using semantic data model for integrating off-line and real-time simulation 
models. 

6 Conclusions 
In this work, automatic composition of a real-time multibody system model from an 
off-line model and the challenge of model data management have been studied and 
presented. In addition, previous studies and ideas are examined and presented.  Man-
aging scattered modelling data is already a problem and the problem will become 
more complex in the future, when modelling and simulation are applied more widely. 
Automating real-time simulation model composition from existing off-line simulation 
model is essential for making simulation-based design process more efficient and at-
tractive. 

Previously presented studies about document-based transfer formats for multibody 
system models are still valid and useful in several particular cases, but for large and 
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complex simulation models, and while looking for more general solution, they are in-
sufficient. In addition, document-based systems do not give full answer for automatic 
composition of real-time simulation model. The previously presented general models, 
which are based on relational databases, are not flexible and efficient enough for han-
dling data with non-predefined structure. 
It seemed that a general model that is based on a database could be the solution for 
modelling data management, but the database should be specially designed to handle 
modelling data. With semantic rule sets, it might be possible to automatically com-
pose a real-time multibody system model from an off-line model. More precisely, se-
mantic database may combine solutions for both problems, i.e. automatic composition 
of a real-time simulation model and managing complex modelling data, into one solu-
tion. Implementation of a semantic database and domain ontologies is worth of further 
research. 
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